CRM
In our fiercely competitive market it is critical
that your sales team has immediate access to key
account information and strategic sales support
tools to ensure consistently satisfied customers.

MomentumProERP CRM, SAM (Sales Account Management),
provides your team with the means to optimise field operations.
SAM connects your sales team, no matter where they are located,
to the organisation by electronically tracking every customer
touch-point and enabling a circular exchange of information.

From strategic management and tactical planning,
through to in-store execution and market intelligence;
SAM helps you to gain a competitive edge, reduces costs
and drives results throughout the entire sales cycle.

By giving you greater visibility to critical sales and
customer data in real time, SAM enhances your
managers’ and sales teams’ work experience, and
in turn your customers’ satisfaction. You can gain
a competitive edge in the following three ways:

Deliver a higher
level of customer
service

React faster
and smarter to
market forces

Collaborate
without technology
restrictions

You can enable your sales team to
make customer-centric calls armed
with the most accurate customer,
product, and pricing sales history;
and promotional information.

Your sales team can input
critical market and customer
intelligence ‘on the go’ allowing
you to pre-empt and react in
real time, not at month-end.

Providing the right tool, for the
job is critical, SAM caters for
every department and every
role resulting in enhanced
visibility and connectivity.

 Field strategies can be better
aligned with corporate strategies

 Be ahead of your competitors by
adapting quicker to market and
competitive forces

 Allows the one solution to run
across multiple device platforms
– incl. Windows Mobile, PDA
tablet, notebook and PC

 Emphasis is beyond pure sales to
address relationship building and
customer service
 Enables better planning as well
as the ability to react in real-time
when required
 Empowers your sales team by
giving them greater visibility, and
control over their sales targets
and KPIs
 Saves time and costs with your
sales team not needing to
return to the office to obtain
information or to update
customer files

 Enhance the entire sales process
for increased sales and improved
customer experience
 Marketing can access immediate
sales, customer and marketing
intelligence to enable more
immediate changes to, or to
roll-out new, promotions and
advertising

 Information is accessed from one
source of truth
 Eliminates the need for disparate
data silos and allows the use of
role-appropriate hardware
 Improved time management for
your sales team
 Greater collaboration between
the sales team and other parts
of the organisation improves
team motivation
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